Behavior of a viscoelastic material under mechanical loading has been systematically investigated in this study in the scope of continuum mechanics, where the material was brought to a composite state by non-expansive fiber family considered as topological objects constituting only anisotropy. In this model no constraint was applied that would prevent realization of fiber reinforcement on molecular dimensions or on nano scale. Matrix part of the object has a viscoelastic anisotropy and, in addition to that, due to the fiber reinforcement, the object will wholly have an anisotropic structure.
INTRODUCTION
Having accomplished a global revolution of technologies and entering the third millennium, the humanity is forcing the limits of its accumulated knowledge to add lively colors to lifeless material systems, based on the interdisciplinary collaboration. In this context, analogies are established between smart material and biologic systems in both phenomenological and applied aspects. While functional similarities exist between smart material systems and/or artificial composites and biologic systems and/or natural composites, they differ largely in methods of production and purposes of use. Natural composites such as trees, bones, muscles and other biologic tissues are not the results of manufacture and fabrication conducted by human beings with certain purposes.Possessing extremely delicate and complex sub-systems, such structures constitute the known natural structural elements by a mutual combination at a certain distribution at a certain time on a certain base determined by a universal program on different levels from nano scale to macro scale. In the meanwhile, artificial composites are obtained as a product of a certain fabrication to the extent of the power of human brain for the purpose of constituting a material with superior characteristics and a certain purpose of use. Almost all physical characteristics of the components constituting the artificial composites are previously known. While science has been serving the humanity by trying to solve the secrets of natural composites and their building structures, engineering has been serving it by trying to produce devices, machinery and systems simplifying the living through putting into application the results obtained by science.
As scientific research advances, behavior of smart material systems will approach closer to the behavior of biologic systems. Technology efforts that are currently capable of producing rather rough copies are promising more esthetic and precise engineering products in the near future. The amount of progress made here in considerably large. Considering articles written on biologic tissues and materials /1 -10/ and articles written on smart materials /11-18/ at the same time, the progress can be noticed even more clearly. This study does not aim to combine all such publications however, the demand for a study defining similarities and differences between smart and biologic materials has been growing day by day.
Usage of fiber reinforced composite materials in engineering applications (such as natural elements in biomechanics and medicine) is continuously increasing. Composite materials formed by reinforcing an elastomer matrix with fibers having high tensile strength are used in car tires, carrier bands and shock absorbers. Physical behavior of the industrial products mentioned here generally demonstrates similarities with that of biomaterials in the form of anisotropic microstructure and therefore constitutive models developed for bones or soft biologic tissues are evaluated in the same category/19-23/.
Viscoelastic behavior of materials was examined in detail by many researchers /24-27/. Axiomatic work on this subject was conducted by Koh and Erigen /28/ on the foundations of non-linear thermo-viscoelasticity. However, the viscoelastic medium in this article has been examined as fiber-reinforced. In this study of ours we are adding fiber reinforcement to a viscoelastic medium. Furthermore, the fiber distribution is not, unlike in many articles, linear or constrained in a certain way. By allowing the mathematical representation of the fiber distribution by a spatial and arbitrary continuous vector field, representation of natural composite materials is made possible.
On the other hand, mechanical behavior of fiber-reinforced materials has been examined by Mtilhern, Rogers and Spencer /29, 30/. Spencer's studies on fiber-reinforced composites /30, 31/ have proven to be guiding and determining.
In addition to the above-mentioned literature some other publications recently circulated constitute the basis of this study/32-35/.
After introducing notation used in the second part of this study deformation and expansion tensors were briefly presented. Information on fiber deformation and kinematics was presented in the third part and the fourth part contains thermo mechanic balance equations. By using a Legendre transformation, the general expression of entropy production was found for a medium in consideration. Elastic and dissipative stresses were determined by using necessary constitutive axioms. After stressing the requirement for constitutive functions to be form-invariant imposed onto such functions by the material symmetry axiom, constraints such as inextensibility of the fibers and incompressibility of the medium have been determined to be expressed in the form of Lagrange coefficients. Elastic and dissipative stress tensors were written in their spatial coordinate forms. Constitutive equations concerning elastic stress and constitutive equations concerning dissipative stress have been obtained in parts six and seven respectively. Quasi-liner theory was formed in part eight and field equations have been obtained. The last part discussed the results obtained.
MOTION AND DEFORMATION
To geometrically determine the position in space of the medium we intend to research let's select a rectangular coordinate frame. Let spatial locations at any time t of the X position vector of material point reference locations on Deformation of the medium gains certainty as X approaches dX and as χ approaches dx and as the relationship between the two neighbors is determined. And this is the transformation dx = FdX, χ, =x t (X, ,t) , (/ =1,2,3). As long as motion is transmitted, the item F = F kK ί*Ικ here is known and is referred to as a deformation gradient. Matrix representation of this expression on the same coordinate frame would be as follows:
From now on bold font will represent vectors and tensors while double underlined font will represent matrices. Indices repeated two times in equations expressed by components should be construed as addition operation. Font underlined using one single line will indicate the column matrix according to the coordinate frame given for the respective vector.
If length of vector dX is denoted as dS and length of vector dx -as ds, the followings can be written for distance between the two material points before and after the deformation:
Definitions of deformation and strain tensors broadly used in the continuum mechanics and symbolized in the last expressions in (2) are given below:
Green deformation tensor:
Cauchy deformation tensor:
Piola deformation tensor:
Finger deformation tensor:
Besides, as a value of length change, deformation values expressed as below
shall be mentioned under the following names and definitions where necessary:
Lagrange strain tensor:
Euler strain tensor:
Material derivative of the Green deformation tensor, which is one of the important relationships that we intend to use, is presented below. and is defined as the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor v (k . The scew-symmetic part of this tensor is defined as a spin tensor and is expressed as follows.
This separation is denoted as below
The first term representing deformation rates to which the material point is exposed and the second -rigid rotation velocities.
GEOMETRY AND KINEMATICS OF FIBER DEFORMATION
Fiber reinforced composites constitute an important lower class of both natural and artificial composite materials 
If the right side of this relationship is opened in a Taylor series around the point X, omitting the high-order terms, relationship between lengths of the Α-fiber family before and after the deformation can be obtained:
Rates of extension of fiber families A and Β can be defined as below.
If expression (16) is substituted into equation (15) , the following expression is obtained:
Deformation geometry of the fiber family A is expressed by relationship (17) . Because vectors A and a here represent unitized vectors of the fiber family A, operations (19) are true (Expressions (17) have been taken into account here). Accordingly, the form (20) is found. Motion and deformation values of fibers reveal the original terms in constitutive equations.
BALANCE EQUATIONS
Local balance equations have been briefly presented to ensure the integrity of the study. It is assumed that there is a discontinuous surface σ(ί) moving at a speed u in a continuum having a volume V(t) and restricted by a surface S(t),
S-σ 
Thermo-Mechanic Balance Equations:
In the interaction of the medium under consideration, which occupies a volume V(t) at a moment t, with its environment, if integral equations (mass, linear momentum, angular momentum, energy and entropy production) are localized, using the "generalized" Gauss and Stokes theorems, the following differential expressions are obtained: 
Conservation of Mass
dt/pl=0 on σ(ί) (22) Mass conservation in material representation:
Balance of Momentum
Balance of Moment of Momentum
s klp x,ln r t rp +pUw p \=0 on σ(/) (27)
Conservation of Energy
Clausius-Duhem Inequality (Second Law of Thermodynamics)
U here is the relative displacement velocity of the discontinuous surface according to the medium and has been expressed as follows:
In these equations, the physical meanings of various symbols are: V velocity vector of continuous media, u velocity vector of discontinuity surface, p 0 mass density before deformation, ρ mass density after deformation, J jacobian, V acceleration vector, t, k stress tensor, f^ mechanical body force per unit mass (such as wight and inertial forces), ε internal energy per unit mass, q k heat flux vector (being the quantity of heat entering the system in unit time through unit surface area, this vector is always selected as directed out of the surface and this condition has been taken into account when writing the energy equation), h energy source per unit mass, η entropy per unit mass, θ(Χ,ί) the absolute temperature distribution, ρ γ entropy production per unit mass and e ijk permutation tensor.
THERMODYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS AND MODELING CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Taking (ph)from the local energy equation (28) and substituting it in the entropy inequality (30) , the following expression is obtained
Because material derivative of entropy in this expression cannot be controlled within a thermodynamic process, to transfer the derivative of this value to the controllable value Θ, a Legendre transformation can be used:
As a result, entropy inequality in new terms shall be as follows:
When put into the material form using a previously known method /36, 37/, the following is obtained
Terms mentioned here involving new values have been given below:
Inequality (36) is a general expression of entropy production for thermomechanic media that are under the effect of bear viscoelastic properties. To make possible the formation of this inequality it should be known on which independent variables Σ depends and how. Accordingly, selecting the arguments of Σ formally means selecting certain materials. According to the material selected, arguments of Σ and variables it depends on have been found using constitutive axioms. Because in the material under consideration stress potential Σ at a time / of a material point X depends on the motion and temperature history of all material points constituting the body, the following expression can be written
X'e θ,® <f'<! / (42) t' here is any time between now and the past. X' indicates all material points other than X. As seen from the expression (42), stress potential of the material point X (the left side) at a time t, is a functional depending on all background motion and temperature of points X' (according to the axiom of causality). Maintaining an appropriate number of terms that suits Taylor series representation and using the results of objectivity, smooth neighborhood, memory and admissibility axioms on known methods and with current time and at a measurement point X of these
A Continuum Formulation for Fiber-Reinforced Viscoelastic Composite Materials
With Microstructure Part I: Anisotropic Matrix Material argument functions /36, 37/, the arguments for Σ allowing one fiber-family and viscoelastic structures exposed to thermomechanical loading without heat transfer can be found as follows:
Assuming that the material is homogeneous, X has been removed from the arguments in (43), on which Σ depends.
Considering that material derivatives of fiber vector A(X) is zero and taking a material derivative of the expression (43), the following is obtained
Substituting the expression (44) into the inequality (36) and taking common terms into brackets, we obtain the following inequality: 
As planned in the beginning, expression (49) shows us that there is no heat transfer is the medium. Using expressions (46)-(49) we reduce the inequality (45) to the following form:
^ DTklC kl >0
As seen from above, the expression (50) puts a constraint on the dissipative stress. Because C KL is a symmetric tensor, for the inequality (50) to be true, tensor D T KL should also be symmetric. If arguments determining the dissipative stress are clearly stated, they will be in the following form:
Considering the fact that tensor D T KL in the inequality (50) is a continuous function in terms of C KL , when C KL = 0, D T KL must also be equal to zero. Accordingly, maintaining the order of independent constitutive variables in the expression (51) the following expression should be written (52) and this puts a second constraint on the dissipative stress.
Because a viscoelastic material is being considered in this study, the symmetric stress tensor T KL occurring in the material is comprised of two different stress tensors, both of them symmetric; such stress tensors are called elastic stress and dissipative stress. Accordingly, stress tensor T KL can be defined as follows.
D T KL in the expression (53) was defined with the expression (51). According to (46) and (53), the elastic stress tensor E T KL can be written as follows.
°CKL
This expression is a constitutive equation for the elastic stress and arguments determining Σ in the elastic stress have been previously stated with the equation (47). The symmetric stress tensor presented in the expression (53) and being one of the constitutive equations, can be expressed as follows in terms of spatial coordinates·.
On the other hand, internal energy density ε can be written as follows from the expressions (34), (37) and (48).
Po

Po δθ
To calculate total stress, elastic stress and dissipative stress should be known. From the constitutive equations given by expressions (54) and (51), we have seen that the elastic stress is derived from the stress potential Σ, while dissipative stress is known as a form with known arguments independent of the stress potential. In this case, open forms of Σ and 
On the other hand, both inextensibility of fiber and incompressibility of the medium are broadly accepted in practice for formulation. Once the medium is assumed to be incompressible and fiber family -inextensible, as stipulated by equation (20) , the following is obtained Incompressibility:
Inextensibility: In these expressions, ρ and T a are Lagrange coefficients and are determined by field equations and boundary conditions.
In that case, according to the expressions (39), assigning J=l, elastic and dissipative stress tensors can be written as follows.
Matrix material in this study has been assumed to be a general anisotropic medium. In the framework of this approximation stress potential Σ and the dissipative stress function have been expanded into power series in terms of components of the arguments they depend on, yielding the viscoelastic behavior of the medium.
Kind and number of terms considered in the series expansion has determined the non-linearity grade of the medium.
It has been assumed in this study that mechanic interactions are linear. On the other hand, because the matrix material should stay indifferent to change of direction along the fiber, expressions of vector field representing the fiber distribution through outer products in even numbers as arguments should be considered. This situation will be taken into consideration in operations pertaining to the sections below
DETERMINATION OF ELASTIC STRESS CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION
Due to the existence of the relationship C KL = S KL +2 E KL between the Green deformation tensor and the strain tensor, arguments of the stress potential given in the equation (47) can be recorded in the following form:
Assuming that this function is analytic in terms of values E KL ,A K , and expanding the Taylor series around E KL = 0 and A K = 0 (all to be represented with the symbol | 0 ), the following expression can be found for the stress potential. It is clear that coefficients in these equations depend only on the temperature. T A -fiber stretch, all two are determined through field equations and boundary conditions. These two terms are reaction stresses and cannot be expressed by any constitutive equation. The third term is the classical term of the Hooke law and contributes to the stress through the strain tensor. The fourth term shows contributions of fiber field to the stress.
Z(
Regarding the fourth term, two interpretations are possible here. The first one states that, if the medium is not loaded in any way (E KL = 0), there is no deformation in this case, and therefore physically it should be a PRSN = 0. Because being loaded with fiber is not sufficient for a medium to automatically get deformed. Another interpretation can be as follows. No parameters have been used related with cross section thickness of fiber neither in this study of ours nor in other studies examining macroscopic behavior of fiber reinforced media. In other words, distribution of fiber is present in the medium only as a topologic object that just causes anisotropy, which means it is completely geometric. In this regard there is no constraint that would prevent us from doing fiber reinforcement on the molecular scale. Therefore, if a distribution can be practically placed into the medium in the form of a molecular chain, it is possible to suggest that this will alter the present internal structure distribution and deform the medium with no other effect. In this case, coefficient a PRSN in fourth term will be different from zero and will thus gain a physical meaning. The term above has been interpreted as internal stress contribution stimulated by dislocation. In this study, terms of equation (71) This supports the opinion proving the reliability of the model we have created.
DETERMINATION OF DISSIPATIVE STRESS
If tensors C KL and C KL given in equations (51) and (52), for dissipative stress, are expressed in terms of tensors E KL and E kl , these equations can be recorded as below:
= 0
Opening Taylor series of the constitutive equation for dissipative stress in terms of components of arguments with parallel connection to the approximation made for Σ, the following equation is obtained
Since E KL = 0 => D T KL = 0 in the constraint (73), the following coefficients in equation (74) must be equal to
Given these constraints, constitutive equations yielding the dissipative stress is converted into the following form:
Considering this equation, terms contributing to the dissipative stress are created by strain rate tensor, common interaction between the strain rate tensor and the fiber field. Due to the symmetry of tensors D T KL and E KI and independence of the derivatives in the expansion terms from the order, these coefficients bear symmetry characteristics as below. Substituting elastic stress given by the expression (71) and dissipative stress given by the expression (76) into the equation (53), constitutive equation for total stress is obtained as follows.
This equation is a non-linear expression of total stress obtained for the material in consideration under the said assumptions. However, because sixth grade material tensor will appear in an expression thus reduced, it will be difficult to solve problems using the constitutive equations thus obtained. Therefore, linear constitutive equations are to be obtained as follows.
LINEAR THEORY
Assuming that deformation gradients, x k K , (displacement gradients, (U K L ) and rates of strain, (E Kl )) are very small; constitutive equations can be easily linearized. To obtain the linear theory it is known that the strain tensor and the rates of deformation tensor conform to the following constraint:
||£||«1
and |||||«1
In this case, constitutive equations of dissipative stress will be reduced to the following forms:
The number of components of 4 th grade material tensors in equation (71) According to symmetry conditions (82) and (83), the number of components pertaining to material modules T PRMN and a PRSN is thus reduced to 21.
Expressions of Linear Constitutive Equations on Spatial Coordinates:
We have previously mentioned that values of x k K , U K L and E KL are very small in the linear theory. In this case, using the relationships of continua known in the linear theory and substituting equations (71) and (80) into equations (64) and (65) (84) and (85) have been obtained as follows in terms of displacement gradient and its derivative.
Coefficients in equations (87) and (88) depend on a fixed temperature θ. These equations are linear constitutive equations of elastic stress and dissipative stress on spatial coordinates in a viscoelastic anisotropic medium with one fiber family where the medium is assumed to be incompressible and the fiber family -inextensible. If the medium is without fiber reinforcement this expression yields a stress expression in incompressible media and the expression (88) yields the linear constitutive equation of the dissipative stress on spatial coordinates.
If linear constitutive equations of elastic and dissipative stresses given in the expressions (71) and (80) (25) constitute governing equation for boundary value problems related with anisotropic, linear, viscoelastic and arbitrary fiber reinforced media. The said boundary condition can be openly expressed as follows: n l t, k =t k .
CONCLUSIONS
As an approach of this study it has been assumed that the stress potential and the dissipative stress function are analytic, leading to their expansion in Taylor series in terms of the arguments they depend on. Kind and number of terms in series expansion determined the order of non-linearity of the medium. Besides, mechanical interactions were assumed to be linear, and, because matrix material is indifferent to changes of direction along the fiber, only those components of outer vector products pertaining to fiber were taken whose numbers were even. In this case linear constitutive equations of the elastic stress and dissipative stress have been expressed by (71) and (76) respectively. Due to the fibrous structure of the material in these equations, new terms have appeared. By using these said new equations, total stress has been obtained in the material form with expression (78). On the other hand, because this field equation is generally anisotropic in terms of symmetry, they are in the format that would allow their application on a material bearing any kind of symmetry. In a special case, after removal of the effect caused by the presence of fiber the equation (90) is reduced to the first two terms on the left of the equation presented by Eringen and Maugin (1990) (Eringen and Maugin (1990) , p. 243) /32/. In the same way, comparing the equation (91) with the linear momentum balance on the same page, it can be seen that expressions on the right of (91) following the first three terms are comprised of fiber reinforcement, incompressibility and inextensibility and viscoelastic contributions. Unknowns of the field equation (91) are u(x,/), i.e. three unknowns. After u are determined, we find t pr from (90); i.e. determine the total stress distribution. After the stress distribution is found as a tensor field, we get the opportunity to easily calculate the stress vector at a desired cross section from the expression '(" )r ~ n p'pr-^ should be reminded, however, that fiber distribution after deformation a k (x,t) here has been given in the form of fiber distribution before deformation a k = Xi, iK A K (x).
Besides, considering the motion equation (91), we can see the internal thermomechanical forces affecting the medium. Type of the terms on the right is in the dimension of force per unit of volume. The first term on the right represents force created by the elastic deformation, the second term -mechanical body force, the third term-pressure gradient, the fourth term-molecular considerations in equation (71). The fifth and sixth terms are force terms caused by curvature of the fibers; the seventh term represents viscoelastic forces. In other words, by drawing a free body diagram of a material element in the medium it is possible to see all such force contributions acting on the element. As stated before, our field equation where we can apply initial and boundary conditions for the said media is the equation (91).
In the second paper of this study, we consider that the matrix material has isotropic symmetry. Isotropic symmetry condition is special case for anisotropic structure. In addition to, we can use invariant theory for isotropic structure and we don't need to expand a series represantation for constitutive equations /38/.
